RECENT INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENT


Trade is greatly facilitated when international parties can make contracts safe in the knowledge that their disputes will be recognized and resolved in the forum of their choice. Yet legal systems may fail to protect these reasonable expectations. Recently, the member states of the Hague Conference on Private International Law approved the Convention on Choice of Court Agreements, which lays out uniform rules for the enforcement of international choice of court clauses. The Convention not only requires that courts in member states assume jurisdiction pursuant to certain forum selection agreements between businesses around the world, but also lays out rules for the recognition of judgments thereby entered. These provisions will — if signed and ratified by the United States — render immaterial difficult questions regarding which law federal courts should apply to such agreements. Moreover, the Convention may also serve as a catalyst for standardized treatment of domestic forum selection clauses among the states and may later promote a much-needed legislative standardization of domestic jurisdictional law.

In 1992, the United States spearheaded a project with the Hague Conference on Private International Law to draft a worldwide convention on the recognition and enforcement of judgments in international civil law. Increasing reliance on cross-border trade had ex-
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posed limitations in the legal framework for dealing with international civil litigation; as one State Department official put it, a worldwide judgments convention would help "lay the legal structure necessary to support the growth of global markets, promote sensible international legal cooperation, and provide for the general well-being of all our societies." Although a United Nations convention has successfully regulated enforcement of arbitral contracts and agreements since 1958, the United States, unlike many European countries, is not yet a party to any treaty regarding the enforcement of judgments.

The first draft of the Hague Convention was more comprehensive, but it ultimately proved too controversial; after years of delays, the United States appeared ready to abandon the project. In order to salvage the negotiations, the Permanent Bureau of the Hague Conference, together with an informal working group, proposed that
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the Convention be scaled down to address only choice of court agreements between businesses, leaving many of the broader jurisdictional and enforcement provisions on the cutting room floor. On this advice, the Hague Conference resurrected a leaner version of the original draft, and in June 2005, all of the member states approved it as the Hague Convention on Choice of Court Agreements.

With the stated objective of “promot[ing] international trade and investment through enhanced judicial co-operation,” the Convention applies solely to “international cases [of] exclusive choice of court agreements concluded in civil or commercial matters.” Significantly, it pertains only to business-to-business transactions; consumer contracts and contracts of employment are specifically excluded.

Three basic rules — fettered with many restrictions — form the foundation of the Convention. First, a court designated in an exclusive choice of court agreement “shall not decline to exercise jurisdiction on the ground that the dispute should be decided in a court of another State.” Second, the inverse also applies: any court not designated in the exclusive forum selection agreement must refuse jurisdiction. Third, state parties must enforce judgments resulting from an exclusive choice of court agreement. A fourth, optional provision allows states to declare that they will recognize and enforce judgments rendered by courts of other contracting states designated in nonexclusive choice of court agreements.

Member states also adopted other provisions to limit the scope of the Convention. For example, the delegates agreed that a domestic court may refuse recognition of another court’s judgment if the damage award exceeds “actual loss or harm suffered.” This provision
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arose mostly out of fear of large damage awards given by U.S. courts. In addition, following a contentious debate, intellectual property claims (other than copyright) were excluded from the Convention, unless they arise only as a preliminary question in the proceedings.

The Convention does not expressly exclude nonnegotiated contracts, despite fears that such contracts may result in abuses of differences in bargaining power. Nevertheless, several other provisions directly safeguard the interests of the contracting parties. For example, a court is not required to enforce the choice of court agreement if the agreement was procured by fraud or if the recognition or enforcement would be “manifestly contrary to the public policy” of the requested state. Nor is a court required to enforce an award if the service of process was incompatible with the fundamental principles of the state in which the requested court sits. Even with these various exceptions, the Convention sets clear and decisive rules regarding enforceability of choice of court agreements in international civil litigation and, if successfully implemented, may pave the way for a more comprehensive convention.

In addition to its positive implications for U.S. litigants abroad, the adoption of the Convention on Choice of Court Agreements should be
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welcomed domestically for two main reasons. First, the ratification of this Convention would significantly clarify U.S. law by resolving difficult questions that federal courts now face in deciding whether to apply state or federal law to international forum selection agreements. Second, it would provide a key opportunity for American courts and legislatures to reflect on the state of domestic forum selection clauses. Yet one lesson learned from The Hague is to start small; with this in mind, Congress could use a redevelopment of domestic forum selection clauses to embark carefully on a more comprehensive standardization of domestic personal jurisdiction laws.

The current U.S. law on international forum selection clauses is muddled. Historically, forum selection clauses were per se unenforceable in American courts. Slowly, federal courts began to chip away at this rule. In The Bremen v. Zapata Off-Shore Co., the Supreme Court ruled that international forum selection clauses are “prima facie valid” in admiralty cases, unless “enforcement is shown by the resisting party to be ‘unreasonable’ under the circumstances.” In justifying its decision, the Court remarked that “[t]he expansion of American business and industry will hardly be encouraged if, notwithstanding solemn contracts, we insist on a parochial concept that all disputes must be resolved under our laws and in our courts.” Such passionate rhetoric seemingly blesses the enforcement of all international forum selection clauses. The Court indicated, however, that it intended its decision to apply to the federal courts only when they are exercising federal common law admiralty jurisdiction, although it later noted that the ruling might well be “instructive” in other circumstances.

The Court’s lack of clarity has caused confusion over whether the Bremen rule applies in nonadmiralty cases. Federal courts have been left without any guidance over whether to apply federal common law to international choice of court agreements or whether to apply state law, which may diverge from the federal standard. These discrepancies, in turn, raise distinct Erie questions: may federal courts in diversity cases apply Bremen, or must they apply state law under current
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choice of law jurisprudence? Although most courts and commentators have applied the federal standard — and many states have adopted standards similar enough to Bremen to make this analysis often moot — there is still disagreement over this predicament in cases where the state standards are more restrictive. The ratification of this Convention would finally lay to rest this uncertainty by requiring the recognition of international forum selection clauses in both state and federal cases.

Perhaps more importantly, the treaty provides a new point of reference for state courts and legislatures wishing to revisit their laws regarding domestic forum selection clauses. Although the Convention would be nothing more than persuasive authority, it presents a clear approach to the issue that translates well to interstate litigation. Indeed, it is ironic that U.S. companies will have greater certainty of enforceability in international contract disputes than in interstate contract disputes. While some observers still worry that nonnegotiated contracts are not specifically excluded from the Convention, the mere
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fact that the Convention applies to businesses and not consumers should alleviate many concerns over unfairness. Moreover, the limitations in the Convention designed to protect the parties—such as the right of a court to refuse to enforce an award if it is “manifestly incompatible” with the State’s public policy—could be instructive in crafting domestic provisions that will provide courts with some flexibility while leaving a general rule of enforceability intact.

When a broader convention was envisioned, some commentators, citing the current confused state of domestic jurisdictional standards in the United States, suggested that Congress should use the Hague Convention as a springboard to reexamine American jurisdictional law through federal legislation. Indeed, the same policy goals that motivate an international convention—including the need for procedural uniformity and clarity—also apply in our own balkanized federal system. As Professors Kevin Clermont and Kuo-Chang Huang advocate, “Congress could legislate that state or federal courts, not only in all international cases but also in interstate cases, possess jurisdiction only if the case’s circumstances satisfy the treaty’s or the proposal’s analogous jurisdictional provision.”

Proposing a model law “under which constitutional limits fade into the background and legislative rules move to the fore,” they argue that Congress should provide clear and uniform guidelines to correct current fragmented standards of jurisdiction in both international and domestic cases.

In theory, a sweeping legislative approach may be the best way of proceeding, but in reality, Congress should learn a lesson from The Hague and start with a narrow statute that could pave the way for more comprehensive legislation. This cautionary history appears particularly relevant given Congress’s past legislative mistakes in dealing with jurisdictional issues. The Federal Arbitration Act (FAA), a statute analogous to the one that Professors Clermont and Huang advocate, requires that arbitration agreements be enforced no differently
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than other contracts. Although the FAA was designed to clarify the law and add certainty to arbitral agreements, it has been perceived as poorly drafted and may have had the effect of increasing litigation and confusing the courts. Issues that some argue may hamper FAA reform — namely, concerns that interest groups will interfere in the process and fears that reform will only increase uncertainty in the law — may apply equally to the enactment of broad litigation legislation. If Congress starts with a narrow, successful statute regarding forum selection, it may build up the expertise and political will to enact broader and more comprehensive legislation.

Even if Congress does not seize the opportunity to reform domestic law, the ratification of the Hague Convention alone would be a major advance. The reasons provided in the *Bremen* decision for per se enforceability of such clauses apply even more strongly today than they did then: “We cannot have trade and commerce in world markets and international waters exclusively on our terms, governed by our laws, and resolved in our courts.” A uniform approach to international forum selection clauses would not only begin to standardize the world’s terms for civil litigation, but it may also bring us one step closer to clarifying our own.
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